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Lebanon

Following the recent events in Lebanon, the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross, through its delegation in Lebanon, offered
its services to the two parties, and the offer was accepted. The
ICRC delegation in Beirut offered to act as intermediary for the
conclusion of local arrangements in the form of a truce in several
areas to allow the evacuation of the wounded on either side.

Several such arrangements were concluded in various districts
of Beirut and its outskirts on 3 May and the following days, when
convoys of ambulances of the Lebanese Red Cross and the " Pales-
tinian Red Crescent " drove to the scene of fighting, accompanied
by ICRC delegates, to collect the wounded.

The Beirut delegation promptly distributed medicaments from
its stocks.

As from 10 May the personnel of the ICRC delegation in
Lebanon, which had been composed of two delegates and three
local employees, was reinforced by two more delegates and a
radio operator.

IN GENEVA

ICRC Honorary Members

At a plenary meeting held on 3 May 1973, the International
Committee appointed Mr. Paul Ruegger and Mr. Guillaume Bordier
honorary members.

In 1943 and 1944, Mr. Paul Ruegger actively co-operated in
Red Cross work. In view of his valuable services during the difficult
period of the Second World War, the International Committee
appointed him President, in 1948. Mr. Ruegger took up his duties
in May 1948. Soon after that, sparing himself no pains, as was his
custom whenever the cause of the Red Cross was at stake or the
interests of war victims were involved, he carried out a mission to
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the Middle East, where the vast ICRC operation of assistance to
displaced persons was being launched. During his term of office as
President, two relief operations were conducted, one in 1950 for
Muslim and Hindu refugees in India and East Pakistan, and the
other, which lasted three years, in aid of the victims of the conflict
in South Korea.

He carried out missions to countries in the five continents. In
1950 he went to Moscow, in the following year to China, and sub-
sequently to South America. He led the ICRC delegation to the
XVIIth and XVIIIth International Conferences of the Red Cross,
in Stockholm and Toronto.

In 1949, as President of the ICRC, he took an active part in the
proceedings of the Diplomatic Conference which the Swiss Federal
Council convened in Geneva and which resulted in the conclusion
of the four Geneva Conventions.

When Mr. Ruegger relinquished those important functions, in
September 1955, his interest in Red Cross work did not flag. He
continued to give a great deal of time to the Red Cross and devoted
himself particularly to legal problems arising out of the develop-
ment of the Geneva Conventions. The ICRC entrusted him with
a number of intricate tasks including a fact-finding mission to the
United Nations in New York, in 1962, at the time of the Cuba
crisis. In 1969 he was in Nigeria, then torn apart by civil war.

For all the services rendered the institution, with his unfailing
devotion to the Red Cross ideal and keen diplomatic perception of
world realities, the International Committee awarded Mr. Paul
Ruegger its Gold Medal some time ago. Today it again expresses to
him its heartfelt gratitude, and it rejoices in the fact that it can
continue to rely on his wise advice and on his understanding of the
needs of humanitarian work.

In 1955, the ICRC elected Mr. Guillaume Bordier a member and
thereby secured the co-operation of a distinguished person whose
experience of financial problems was to prove extremely useful.

Mr. Bordier took an active part in the institution's work, sitting
frequently on the Presidential Council and assuming the functions,
but declining the title, of treasurer. In 1966 and 1967, he discharged
the functions of Vice-President.
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He it was who represented the ICRC at the 1967 commemora-
tion, in Moscow, of the centenary of the founding of the Red Cross
in Russia. During the same year, he was a member of the ICRC
delegation at the meeting of the Council of Delegates, in The Hague.

Mr. Bordier's contribution to international humanitarian work
has been invaluable. The ICRC has paid a grateful tribute to the
loyalty and skill with which he has borne the responsibilities
entrusted to him.

Accession to the Geneva Conventions

In a letter dated 27 April 1973, which reached the Swiss Govern-
ment on the same day, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Singapore informed the Swiss Federal Council of
Singapore's accession to the four 1949 Geneva Conventions.

This accession, which will become effective on 27 October 1973,
brings the number of States Parties to those Conventions up
to 134.

Slides on the Geneva Conventions

Last month we mentioned that the ICRC had produced a series
of ten posters on the Geneva Conventions and the Red Cross
principles. Now the ICRC is offering National Societies and Minis-
tries of Defence in all countries the chance to acquire a set of
colour slides intended particularly to promote the dissemination of
knowledge of the Geneva Conventions. Each set consists of twenty
slides and brief comments in ten languages1.

The set may be obtained in any of the several versions adapted
to the main regions of the world, i.e. Africa, Latin America, North
America, Asia, and Europe. The price is 20 Swiss francs a set.

The ICRC has also prepared a set of slides reproducing the
illustrations of the " Soldier's Manual ". The cost of this set, with
27 slides, is 25 Swiss francs. The accompanying comments are
available in English, French and Arabic.

1 Plate.
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